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Whatʼs next for satellite-borne radar?
GPR (Geostationary satellite borne Precipitation Radar) 
is one of the potential mission as a successor of GPM/DPR
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What kind of observation GPR can get?
Advantage

- Quasi-continuous precipitation observation
(c.f. TRMM overpasses 500km-500km box 1-2 times/day)

Disadvantage
- Relatively large sampling volume 

(c.f. 5km in GPM/DPR)
- Tilted sampling volume at the off-nadir
à severe ground clutter



Simulation of GPR observation
Radar-received power from precipitation (𝑃") is simulated based on Joint-Simulator 
(Masunaga & Kummerrow, 2005)
Radar-received power from the surface (𝑃#)

𝑃#~ surface wind speed and incident angle

Normalized radar cross section (NRCS) for sea surface
(Wentz et al., 1984)



Simulation of GPR observation: Idealized case
• Atmosphere below 2-km is filled with XX [mm/h] precipitation
• Surface wind speed is assumed to be 10 [m/s] everywhere

𝑆/𝐶 ≡ 10 log./(𝑃"/𝑃#)[dB]

1 mm/h 2 mm/h 5 mm/h

20 mm/h 60 mm/h

clearcontaminated

Okazaki et al.: Simulating precipitation radar 
observations from a geostationary satellite, 
Atmos. Meas. Tech., 2019. 



Simulation of GPR observation: Real case

Nature GPR obs (20km)
GPR obs (20km)
(oversampling) GPR obs (5km)

Okazaki et al.: Simulating precipitation radar 
observations from a geostationary satellite, 
Atmos. Meas. Tech., 2019. 
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Simulation of GPR observation: Real case

Okazaki et al.: Simulating precipitation radar 
observations from a geostationary satellite, 
Atmos. Meas. Tech., 2019. 

Nature GPR obs (20km)
GPR obs (20km)
(oversampling) GPR obs (5km)

Clutter contaminated area

X X’



Experimental Design
n Experiment type

- Perfect model OSSE
n Case

- Typhoon Soudelor (2015)
n GPR Observation

- Resolution: 20 [km]
- Sampling span: 20 [km]
- Frequency: 1 [h]
- Error: 5 [dBZ]

n DA system
- SCALE-LETKF (Lien et al., 2017)
- 50 member
- Joint-Simulator w/ GPR integrator

(Okazaki et al., 2019)
- surface are assumed to be all covered by sea

- Localization: 100km, 2km

D1(15km)

D2(3km)

NCEP/GFS

― best track (JMA)
― Truth
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NCEP/GFS
00 UTC
2015/7/29

12 UTC
2015/8/1

00 UTC
2015/7/20

00 UTC
2015/7/21

18 UTC
2015/7/28

[GFSàD1]
IC

D1

[GFSàD1] BC /every 6hr

D2

[D1àD2]
IC

[D1àD2] IC /every 1hr

PREPBUFR obs. /every 6hr [Nature runàD1] obs. /every 6hr

[Nature runàD2] obs. /every 1hr

Nature run (D1)
Nature run (D2)

PREPBUFR

Experimental Design (cont.)
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GPR at 1st DA cycle (13Z1AUG)

[dBZ]

□: dBZREF > 40 [dBZ]



GPR at 6th DA cycle (18Z1AUG) 

□: dBZREF > 40 [dBZ]

[dBZ]



MSLP and Track Error
NoDA
GPR (w/o clutter)
GPR (w/ clutter)



Why GPR (w/ clutter) is better?
RMSE for Qv (Rainy-area average)

Z=1 (55 m) Z=30 (7183 m)

NoDA
GPR (w/o clutter)
GPR (w/ clutter)

• Analysis degrades the RMSE in lower atmosphere

Correlation between Z and Qv



Why track error grow quickly in the forecast?
Correl b/w U & Z Track error 

decreases

NoDA
GPR (w/ clutter)
GPR (True Boundary)

Biased to 
westerly

Bias was mitigated by 
substituting 
boundaries to those 
for the nature run

1. Weak correlation b/w U & Z
2. Westerly bias due to BC
3. Substituting BC results in 

better track forecast
è Large track error is not because 
of GPR assimilation!



Discussion
• Assimilation of radar reflectivity fails to produce deepening of 

tropical cyclone (Dong & Xue, 2013)
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What is different from Dong & Xue (2013)?
• Experiment setting (exp with real observation ó perfect model OSSE)
• Resolution of radar observation ( ~1km ó 20km) 
• Large observation volume mitigates Non-Gaussianity

through central limit theorem

3km x 
3km
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Summary
• We evaluated the potential of GPR for a typhoon case

• We demonstrated that GPR has a potential to improve forecasts for 
typhoon intensity

• The result suggests that GPR assimilation may benefit from its 
relatively large sampling volume through central limit theorem



MSLP & Track Error
NoDA
w/o averaging, w/o pseudo-RH
w/o averaging, w/ pseudo-RH
w/ averaging, w/o pseudo-RH
w/ averaging, w/ pseudo-RH

MSLP

Track
Error



Domain Average RMSE in Analysis

SLPQr
w/o averaging

w/ averaging



Difficulty in radar-DA w/ EnKF

simulation

ob
se
rv
at
io
n FO

EnKF updates 
hydrometeors

XO
EnKF does 

nothing

FX
EnKF decreases 

hydrometeors

XX
EnKF does 

nothing

• Increment is zero in case all the 
ensemble members do not have 
precipitation

𝑥3 = 𝑥5 +
𝑐𝑜𝑣 𝑥5,ℋ 𝑥5

𝐵 + 𝑅
(𝑦? −ℋ(𝑥5))

• Dry bias

0

①EnKF cannot utilize radar reflectivity in case of XO
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